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Pinsker et al. (1) compare the performance
ofanartificialpancreassystemusingamodel
predictive control (MPC) algorithm of their
own design to the performance of the same
system using a proportional integral deriva-
tive (PID) algorithm, alsoof their owndesign.
They conclude that MPC performs better.
The authors emphasize that MPC “comes
in many flavors” but do not acknowledge
the same for PID (1). Using a PID controller
of their own design rather than a version
that has undergone numerous design itera-
tions, such as the Medtronic algorithm
(2,3) or an interacting PID algorithm de-
velopedatBostonChildren’sHospital (4,5),
makes their study less than compelling.
The authors argue that they designed

their MPC and PID algorithms to have
“the same level of aggressiveness” but,
by their own analysis, their PID algorithm
required higher glucose values (mean
160 [SD 31.5] vs. 138 [20.4] mg/dL, P 5
0.012) to deliver the same total insulin
(36.8 [9.29] vs. 38.9 [11.2] units PID vs.
MPC, respectively, P 5 0.535) (1). More-
over, it is not only total insulin that counts
but also when the insulin is delivered.
Their PID algorithm suspended insulin de-
livery during meals before delivering suf-
ficient insulin to cover the meal (see Fig.
2 in ref. 1, dinner), leading tomore insulin
being needed later in the meal when it is
less effective. This can be corrected, with-
out affecting total delivery, by shifting the
insulin that is deliveredduring themeal to
an earlier time point. Shifting to an earlier
time can be achieved by increasing the

D-component of the PID response (D-
component adds insulin as glucose lev-
els increase above target and subtracts
same as the values return to target). Faster
delivery can also be achieved by increasing
insulin feedback (2). More evidence that
the two controllers were not similarly ag-
gressive can be seen during lunch, where
their PID controller appears to deliver less
insulin (see Fig. 2C) than their MPC con-
troller despite higher glucose values (see
Fig. 2B) (1). Here, delivery is reported as
not different (MPC mean23.71 [SD 2.76]
vs. PID 23.84 [2.91], P 5 0.92) (see Sup-
plementary Table 4), but it is unclear
whether these values include delivery not
shown in Fig. 2C (1). These observations
suggest their PID controller was poorly con-
figured,which similar to apoorly configured
insulin pump, will result in poor control.

The authors correctly assert that results
from different studies cannot be directly
compared; however, they cannot completely
dismiss artificial pancreas studies conducted
with different PID designs that show better
performance at multiple sites and patient
populations. Particularly studies that use
larger meals (e.g., 96 g carbohydrate, 60 fat,
39 protein dinner [4] vs. 65 g carbohydrate
dinner [1]), rely less on meal announcement
to deliver insulin (e.g., no meal announce-
ment [5], 2 units unrelated to carbohydrate
count [2] vs. bolus calculated from insulin-
to-carbohydrate ratio [1]), and have not re-
ported any instances where control needed
to be suspended (compare with one anec-
dotal report [1]). Thus,while theauthors can

justifiablyconcludetheirMPCalgorithmper-
forms better than their PID algorithm, they
cannot extend this conclusion to include all
PID algorithms. Equipoise is advised.
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